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Eighty-two children' (ages 4.4 to 6.5 years) were
administered a Backward Digit Span test to measure M-space,
and four conservation tasks (number, Substance, continuops,
quantity, and weight). Based upon a neo-Piagetian theory
of intellectual development proposed by Pascual-Leone (1969)
two hypotheses wereomested. (1) A significant relation
should exist between a child's M-space and his ability to
conserve; (2) Childrenshould'not Conserve when the number
of "figurative schemes" required to solve the task exceeds
their M-space.

Sipificant correleations were found among M-space and
*number, substance, and 'continuous quantity tasks. As pre-

doicred none of 11 children with M-spaces of e + 1 demonstrated
conservation. Contrary to theoretical predictions, a substan-
tial number of Children with M-spaces of e + 2 conserved all
dour quantities. It is argued that it may be possibleto re-
tain tfie,Idea of M-space as a constraint on reasoning ability
If theoretical 'statements regarding the number of required
figurative schemes are modified.

,

A neo-Piagetian model of intellectual development proposed by Pascual-
Leone (Pascual-Leone and Smith, 1969; Pascual-Le6ne, 1969; in press) has
recently received a gOod deal of support by the work of Case and others
(Case, 1972a, 1972b; Case, 1974a, 1974b; Case, 1975; Case and Globerson,
1974). In brief, the Pascual-Leone model postulates four-necessary factors
for successful:reasoning in specific task situations: (1) The child must
possess appropriate "figurative schemes" in his cognitive repertoire. The

construction pf thes*schemes is interpreted as a function of learning; (2) %
The child must obtain a certain degree of field independence tiitb respect to
the given situation;-'(3) The child must have a tendency, 'Chen two incompatible
schemes might be activated, to activate only that scheme which is compatible
with the largest number of other schemes. This 1$ interpreted as,a universal
tendency and is roughly synonymous with Piagetts concept of equilibrium., and

(4) the child must fiave a mental capacity (M-space)' large'enough to coordinate
the required schemes.

, *AESOP (Advancing Education Through Science Oriented Programs) is supported

by a grant from the National Science Foundation.
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According to Pascual-Leone, M-space increases as a function of age.
Chilcifen 3-4 yeais Old have a maximum M-space of e + 1, while 576 year old
children have aomaxlmilm M-space of e + 2, and so on up to age 15-16 when the
growth of M:space stops at approximately e + 7. The e represents the mental
effort (or energy, or Capacity, or space) require4 to attend to specific
easily, understood land remembered que5tions posed by given tasks. The
.numerals represent the maximum number of figurative schemes which can 4e
sudcessfully,coordinated at a given time to answer the specific questions.
,Pascual-Leone uses this idea to explain y children of limite4 M-space do

/noi demonstrate conservation reasoning. reason is that conservation
tequires coordination of a cprtain number o figurative schemes and in many

instances this number simpry exceeds the child's M-space.. For example,
children age 5-6 have a.maximum M-spSce of e + 2. They normally will not

demonstrate conservation of substance. because this:conser atilon, according
to the theory, requires the_ activation of the following e 3 schemes:

(e) an executive scheme representing the question 'dg the balls still
. have the same amount of clay in their? and directing the child's

attention to the task materials; 1

(1) a figurative scheme representing the information that 'nothirig
has been added to or taken &ay from the ball which was ,transformed';.

W &figurative,scheme representing the rule that 'if nothing is added
to or taken away, ehen the amount stays,the'Sam41;

(3) a-figurative sche representing the fact that 'the balls were
originally equal in amount'.

Likewise children with an M-s ace yf e + 3 or less will not demonstrate
conservation of weight becauk this conservation reauires activation of
the above e + 3 schemes plus a figurati/e scheme rep resenting the informa-
tion that 'equal amounts of clay "weigh the same'.

This theory then allows for pre cise predictions. It has"what Popper
has called falsifioability which is characteristic off powerful theoretical
stater'ents.(Popper, 1959). The prediction based on Pascual-Leone's theory
-which this investigation sought to test was this. If M-vace does place. a
c6.nstraint on the number of figurative schemes a child can coordinate, nd

if conservation does in fact require the coordination of a specifiC nu er 1

of figur tive schemes, then not ohly should a positive relationship ex st
between a child's M-space and his ability to demonstrate conservation
reasoning, but childien should not demonstrate conservation of quIntities
for which the required Aumber of figurative schemes exceeds their A-space.

I

METHOD

' Sub ectS. Eighty-two children (37 males and 45 females) who ranged in
age Erom 4.4 years to 4.5 years, mean age = 5.6 ,ears, served as subjects.

.The children were enrolld in nursery school and kindergarten classes from
three schools loAated in Upper-middlt.class neighborhoods in the San Franciscu
Bay Area.* In.none of _the classes had the children been instructed with
newly developed curricular materials which placed emphasis oa conservation
skills. IQ data were not available for these children, however, data
gathered from older,stuyients in the same school districts showed the ao-ragc..

IQ to be approximately 115.
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Ilasks'and Procedures. M-space was measured by using a test- 'of Backward
.

Digit Span (Case, 1975): Each child was tested individually. The instructions
and actual series of random digits' were Gape - recorded. The test was preceded
by an instruction period which included a aumber^of practice items. Following'
the, practice period, subjects (Ss) were asked to repeat ten two-digit series,
ten three-digit series and ten four-digit series backward. The rate of digit

4 presentation lias approximately one,per,second and each series 'was - 'preceded and
rollowed by an auditory signal, Testing was discontinued after S failed four
cons series of digits. If at any time during the testing S was in need
6f m6re time, the tape was.seopPed and not started again until 5 was ready for
the next series. Each S's score was tained, by summing the total-number of

bdigit series that was accurately rev4sed. If an S failed to iorrectly reverse
any of the two digit-seriut, he.was considered to have an M-space of e + 1.0..
If he correctly reversed all ten of the two-digit series and none of the
three-digit series he was considered to have an M-space of e + 2.0. If he
correctly reversed all of the two -digit series and.5 of the three-digit series
he was considered to have an M-space of e + 2.5 and so on. The split-half

.

reliability of the measure was .83.

The conservation tasks administered were conservation of number, sub-
stance, continuous quantity and weight. All conservation questions were
asked in a counterbalanced order. -The tasks were individually administred
in ,the order in which they are listed below, Since each esk has been
'employed by previous investigators, only brief descriptions of the tasks
and materials-used are inclUdecOle

4

For weight (e.g., Elkind, 1961), two balls of clay were ptes d

One ball was then transformed into a pancake shape. Actor8ing t scual-
Leone the M-space requirement of this task is e + 4 as,,tteptioned previou6i;..

a To measure continuous quantity (e.g.; Goldschmid; 1967) two identical.
beakers (100 ml),were filled with equal amounts of water. The water Tro;9
one beaker was then poilred into a 50-ml pyrs graduated cylinder.

For substance ,(e.g., Elkind; 1961) two balls of clay were presented S.
One ball was,transformed into a'%otdog' shape.

For number (e.g., Goldschmid, 1967) two rows of plastic pokr- Chips
were placed on the table.' Each row contained sifx chips." One row was
Shortened by push the chips togethei while the other row was lengthened
by spreading the chips apart.

I

The M-space demand for the continuous quantity, substante, and nurlieir
tasks ih'aesumed to be e.+ 3. The executive scheme and figui-astive schemes
required fOr the 'conservation of.substance have been listed above, - T.
required fort the continuous quantitx'and number tasks ar t 'he same except,

of course, S must reason about liquiV amount 'and number of plastic chips 4,

rather than solid amount, For Ss to be judged conservers they h4dto re-
spond, 'same' and offer valid explanations for,,their,answers, e;,g4T, identity-
they are the same because you did,not.aild wing or.take anything away,
inversion reversibilityit is the same because yoe'cc,uld pour the water back
into the glass to the, same level,' reciprocity reverfibility--is the sarre be-
cause it is shorter but it is also wider. A.conseliation response toiloded

bya correct explanation was awarded two points. cInservation response

follotra by an incorrect explanation wet awarded one point_ while a nuncopstr-
..

vation response was awarded zero points..
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RESULTS

Responses on the Backward Digit Span (BDS) measure ranged between M-space
values of e + 1.0 to e 3.2, with a mean of e ..2 and standard deviation of

.53. For children of these ages (4.4 to 6.5 years) this range is very close
to thatstAled by Pascual-Leone (Case, 1972b; Case, 1974a).

InteTcorrelations among the.,conservation task scores, M-spice, and _
age are shown in Table I. Inspection of the table shows positive and sig-

nificant correlations between M-spAceiand the conservation of number, sub-
stance, an continuous quantity tasks (29 tb .50 p.01 to .001). M-space

correlated significantly with age as well (.38, p<.001) .Intercorrelations
`among th conservation tasks were substantll (.52 to .84, p(.001) The

consery tion of weight task, howevet', did not correlate signficantly`with
M-space (.13) dr with age (;07}.

TABLE 1

SPEAR9AN CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR TASKS ADMINISTERED AND AGE (N = 82)

Variablea M- Space Num.' Sub. Cont. Wgt. Age,

6

M-Space

4
Num .501* 1

Sub .29* ,67** 1

Cont. .35** .62 ** .84** 1,

,
_,1. .

.Wgt .13 -.52** .63** .65t* 1

Age .36** .31* .34** .34** . .07 4 1.

all-Space =.8dcOaard Digit SP:an,, Num. = conservation of number,

Sub. = conservation of substance, Cont. = conservation of continuous quantit
Wgt, ,= conservation of weight.

a

In order to ktoup Ss into disorete lkspace levels, score on t46,BDS
test were rounded off to the nearest whole number. Thred gr ps of Ss

were formed iathis manner. The number of Ss. at each M-space ,level and

the proportion who demonstrated conservation reasoning respoAsa of

!same! followed by a correct explenation) are shown in able Z. !None of

the Ss withlispace values of,e + 1 demonstrated cons andon'reasoning

on 'EY of the four tasks. Also, for each task, Ss th M-spaced of e 3

demonstrated a higher percentage of conservation r sponses than Ss with
1I-spaces of e 2. Group differences were anlyz for significance by

maculating chi- square values for each task. le calculated chi-square

I',
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values are shown in Table 2. On the conservation of number task group
differences were significant beyond the .001 level (X2 --. 23.99). Group
differences on the consemation of substance and continuous quantity tasks
were also significant (X2 = 9.38, p<.01). On the conservatiou of weight
task, group differences reached significance at the .10 level (X = 3.43).

-, Of particular.iportance with regard to.the'predictions which this
investigation'sought so test, a substantial percentage of Ss with M-spaceis

4-
of e + 2 demonstrated conservation reasoning on 1 four tasks (53% on

'number to 23% an weight) . Also.a substxttisIT entage of Ss with M-spaces
. of e + 3 demonstrated conservation of weight (26Z).

.
.

TABLE 2

PROPORTION OF CONSERVATION SPONSES AND CORRECT EXPLANATIONS{
FOR SUBJECTS W H DIFFERENT M-SPACES

r.-Space

Conservation ,e 4- 1 e 2 e 3 p' Chi`
Task (n 11) (n = 40) (n = 31) Total (d.f. 2.)

%
(00) (53) (84) (57)

.
\..

Numbe, 0/11 21/40 26/31 47/82 23.99***
. )

(00) (45) (52) . " (42)
Substance 0/11 ' 18/40 16/31 34/82 9.38**

,

(00) (35) (52) (37)

Continuous 0/11 .. 14/40 16/31 30/S2 i 9.38**
Quantity

f r---' .

(00) (23) (26) (21)

Weight 0/11 9/40 8/31 17/8 2 3.43*

Notbi Figures in parenthese0, reprdsent percentages'of subjects who demontrated
p

conservation responses and correct .explanations.
Ne......

*p<.10
**p<501
***p<.000

DISCUSSION

.
,,, .

....

The initial prediction that a positive relationship should exist
between 1-space and conservation'reasoning ability has been confirmed.
Although only ele"ven Ss were found' to have M-kpaces of e + 1, none
demonstrated conservation reasoning. This result is supportive of Pascual -
Leone's position'that M-space places,a constraint an reasoning ability. .

Furiher, sinceia'significaht positive correlation (.38, p<.001) was ob-
tained betweenLM,spate and_age, the hypothesis that M-space increases
.witU age was also supported. Theobtaine'd M-space range (e + 1.0 to e + 3.2)

.
k . -

.. ) .
*.

.
...

..f.. 6 #
.

N_
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for Ss of this age range (44'.4 years to 6.5 years) also was very*close to
that predicted by the theory.

A number of results, however, were found which appear to be quite contra-
dictory to.the theory. Recall that M-space is interpreted by Pascual-Leone ,

aY'a necessary condition for solving a Piagetian task at the normal age level
and under normal learning conditions (Case, 1972b,' p. 342). Since the maximum
mtasured M-space for Ss in this study was e + 3.2, none of the Ss, according
to tne theory, should have demonstrated conservation of weight since it theo-
reticalLv requires the coordination of e + 4 schemes. Also none of the 40
Ss with M,spaces ofje + 2 should have demonstrated conservation reasoning on
an of the tasks Since all. the tasks supposedly required coordination of at
least e + 3 schemep for successful completion. It should be pointed but, once
again, that in none of the classes from which Ss had been selected had learning
activities been conducted which were specifically designed todtrain conservation
skills. In other words these students were found to have normal M-spaces for
their, age range, and the learning conditions5n their classrooms were also
'normal,' nevertheless, a large percentage of students demonstrated conservation
reasoning. This result clearly appears contradictory to the theoretial
predictions.

Prior to discussing a process which may make it possib;e for e + 2 Ss to
conserve, a brief comment on the measurement of M-space sh3uld be made. Pascual-
Leone, distinguishes two measures of H- space, functional H -space and M-space
capacity. Functional M-space is that M-space brought to.bare in specific situ-
ations and, in some cases, it may be less than the maxium > -space or M-space
rapacity. Whether or not a person uses his full M-space capacity depends upon
the situation. With this distinction, in mind, it may be that the BDS test
produced a measure of functional M-space less than Ss maximum ,M=space capacity.
The conservation tasks, an the other, hand, may ha'e been n-condUcted in such a
way as to allow S to use his maximum M-space. If this were the case, theri

the reasun soh of the Ss were able to conserve was because they did in fact
have M-ispaces if e + 3 or e + 4 and this fact simply did not show up on the
BDS test 2iitce it measured functional M-space. This explanation is, however,
quite inadnuate for the following reason. S6 performed very well on the BDS
test relative to M-space caoacitv norms established by Pascual-Leone and Case
(Case 19721v, Case, 1974a). In other words, the obtained M- -space range of
e + 1.0 t,o e + 3.2 was not below what would be expected for children.of thest
ages. In fact, it waS slightly above the norm. Since M-space capacity' varies
little from popitlation to pope. ation. (Pascual-Leone, personal commuqication),

the obtained M-space values for this sample were most,likely very close to
maximum-

One additional result appears to be in,need of explanation. Since
the number, substance, and continuous quantity tasks all presumably required
the coordination of e 3,schemes for successful completion, jtlaight.be
expected that these tasks would be of nearly equal difficulty. Reference,
once again, to Table 2 shows that 47 of the.82 Ss conserved number(57%).
On the substance task, thig' figure was only 42%, while.on the continuous
quantity task the percentage was still smeller (37%). This difference in
proportion of conservation responses was found to be significant (Cochran's

4.11.

I
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Q = 20.17, d.r. .---- 2, p','.001; Siegel, 19:56, pp. I61-166).' Perhaps these
differences can be accounted for lq differences in amount of "perceptual
pull" of.the,taks thdrslves. the mIsleading,perceptual cues of the con-,
tinuous quannty and substance; tasks may be greater than thoe for the number
task. Indeed, the continuous q'uantity and substance tasks ilivolve perceptual
transformations in two dimvnsions while pnly a tranforration in length 15
performed durina tne number task. Tail =,.pothesis mould had one to predict
that Ss who demepstrated conser,ation of ill tnree quantities are more field
independent tnan Chose who c(nserved -21-ber. This hypothesis, hol,eyer,
will not account for the fewer number of correct responses on the weigtrt

task (217), since the pull of the perfl.eptual'field for this task and the
'substance task would' seer to be nearly identica41..

now car these data be accounted for and still retain the idea of M-srace
as a constraint on the, growth of conservation reasoning across different
quanCities' The tneory states: (1) correct judarents result from a coorai-

...

natton of ps,,chologicallv unitary *elements called figurative schemes; (2) the
number of such schemes which can be coordinated at any one tire is limited b).
the si'ze of C.,e person's field of centration or '1-space; and (3) the size of
this M-space can be determined by a measure of Backward Digit Spar, Secon-
darily, and Ind en nt of the theory, toe number of figurative schemes
used for any task is determined by analyses of explanations given on tasks.
This provides for specification of the precise number of, figurative.scheres,
(n) which appear to be activated for any one task. The taeory uses the
result of tnis to predict that conservation responses will.notlbeoLtained
from an S whose,-space is exceeded by n. Success of this pretiction de-
pends upon the theoretical statements being accurate, upon an accurate
determination of'tl-e number of schemes required by each specific task
and upon accurate measurerent of the variables involved. [fur resul,s
indicate failure but do not reveal its source.

Sort/.support for the theoretical statements cores from performanc,
of the M-space e 1 Ss. Ihe..theory predicts failure on the conservation
tasz.s by these ts since it holds that iudgrents (by definition) re-uir, a
minimu-i of two figurative s0-eres. 3, limitatiop of one figurative
implies no possibility for inferential JudgrenE. It remains tfl cot-mcnt
the success of the .'1 -space n e + 2 Ss. If, n° way can be foumi to Prue the
possibility a an u -space = e +' 2 conservation re-pon..e, then it ,.111 he -.rat

much more difficult to believe the theory. If, however, it is possrale t,
arrive at a conservation response under the e.- 2 _ontralint, *her it ma' 1conly-,

that tbeetheory can be retained while only r,tatemcnts teaarding tree require_
number of figurative scheme need be modified.

t.s an example of an e + 2 conservation response, the follcv,ing sequence could
apply to the subtance or continuous quantity tacl..-. i c/Rcrirenter (F) ask-
S 'Is there the same amount of clay in both, or does one ave more than the outer
(or some equivalent question)?' S "reasons" wirh the folio ing schemed:

.

(el) An executive theme iepresonting the question 'do the balls nave
the same amour, of clay in them"?'

.
.

t

In fact the four conservation tasks to?ved unnimenti.hal ordered ,,cale a'
determined by a Guttman scalogram analvsl,r. This analy.)s 1, a test of the
invariant ord,r ,tcquiskion of the conservation couceptsa A coefficient
of reproducibility of .97 was ohtairevd %nth the scaled crdit as follows:

number, subatant.e, continuous quantity, weight.

S
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(1) A figurative scheme representing the fact that 'the balls werethe

same at the start.'
(e2) An executive scheme representing the guestion9did E change this

amount?'
(e3) An additional executive scheme representing the qdestion 'how does

one change the amount?'
(1) A figurative scheme representing the rule 'to change the atotiit

you must add clay to or take clay away.'
(e4) A figurative scheme representing the fact that 'E did not add clay

to nor take clay away-from the ball which was transformed.'
. .

Correct conservation reasoning then requires the coordination of the following
e 2 schemes: f i

(e5) An executive scheme representing the question 'do the pieces
still have the same amount of clay in them?'

(1) A figurative scheme representing the rulk 'to change the amount

you must add clay or take clay away.'
(2) A figurative scheme representing the formation 'E did not add

clay to or take clay away from the ball which was transflirmed.'

Therefore E 601,d not change the amount i.e., they are still the same.

By introducing additional executive schemes in this way the M-space
constraint of e f 2 is never exceeded and successful conservation reasoning
is possible. Crucial to the validity of this explanation is S's use of self-
chosen executive schemed replacing V's original question: If S can indeed

do this, he then can presum'ably coordinate the final two figurative schemes

without overloading M-space. There is, however, a credibility trade off
here. Too many executive schemes lowers credibility since it suggests highly
skillful ability to ask the right question at the right time. The other

conservations require no different arguments but others can be offered. For

example, the conservation of number could be coded by S into the executive
scheme 'count the two rows.' S must retain in memory the number obtained for
one row, however, he need not pay attention to nor use knowledge of the

transformation of the rows. As for conservation of weight, suppose that
'amount' and 'weight' become interchangeAble in the context of the experiment,

S' recognizes that you can change the one only by changing the other

Dien S need only proceed as outlined above. In response to counter-suggestions

or to justify their original responses, S's need only point out that E

did nothing to change the amounts involved. This_does not imply that S

required a separate step in M-space to explicitly use the equivalence of
amount and weight. Some. Ss make no reference to the amount. This further

supports the idea that'it ismot necessary to reason in terms of amount and

then substitute weight for amount in the conclusion. Presumably Ss with

M-spaces of e 2 who do equate weight and substance demonstrate conservation
of weight, while those who do not make this equivalence do not conserve weight.

.

It would appear that a truly stringent tst of the theory would require

construction of a task (other than conservation) or which it is necessary

(at least compellingly reasonable) to coalude that an'h-space of e 3 is

*needed for success. The data Presented here suggest that use of the ideas

of increasing M-space and coordination-of.specific figurative schemes to
explain the order of acquisition of conservations has district libitations.
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